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DISCONTINUOUS CHARACTERS AND SUBGROUPS
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H. LEROY PETERSON

For brevity's sake, a subgroup of finite index is called
"large." A discontinuous torsion character is (clearly) one
whose kernel is a large nonopen subgroup. Compact Abelian
groups (and certain other LCA groups) have the same number
(either none or infinitely many) of large nonopen subgroups
and discontinuous torsion characters. Locally compact Abelian
groups of which all large subgroups are open include connected,
locally connected, and monothetic (possibly totally disconnect-
ed) groups. Contrariwise, there are locally compact groups G
which have as many as 2lGl large nonopen subgroups. These
include nondiscrete torsion Abelian groups of bounded order
and all totally disconnected, nonmetrizable, compact groups.

lJ.* Notat ion and discussion* In what follows, everything

referred to as a locally compact (or compact) group will be assumed
to be Hausdorίf and nondiscrete, except when it is necessary to refer
to a discrete group or a nondiscrete finite group in the course of a
proof. If G is a group, Gd denotes G with the discrete topology. If
n is a positive integer, G{n) — {xn: xeG}. The symbol e will univer-
sally denote the identity of a group. For two topological groups Gx

and G2, "G^G" means that Gγ and G2 are topologically isomorphic.
The component of e in a topological group G is denoted by CG. The
weight of G, denoted by w(G), is the smallest cardinal number for
a basis for the topology of G. The symbol T will denote the circle
group (of complex numbers with modulus one); a character on an
Abelian group G is a homomorphism (continuous or not) from G into T.
If X is a set, | X | denotes the cardinal number of T.

Vol. I of the treatise of Hewitt and Ross [3] will be used as an
encyclopedic reference; however, some elementary facts to be found
in any text on topological groups will be assumed and used without
comment.

It is evident that the closure of a large subgroup (as defined in
the synopsis) of any topological group is always a large open sub-
group, and that every open subgroup of a compact group is large.
As stated in the synopsis, the kernel of a discontinuous character of
finite order is a large nonopen subgroup. More generally, a large
subgroup of an Abelian topological group is nonopen if and only if
it is contained in the kernel of a discontinuous torsion character.
(Equivalently, a finite Abelian topological group has discontinuous
characters if and only if the group is not discrete.)
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The first few results of the sequel have to do with necessary
conditions for the existence of large nonopen subgroups. A funda-
mental relationship between large nonopen subgroups and discon-
tinuous torsion characters is established in Theorem 1.7; the remainder
of this section is concerned with consequences of this result.

LEMMA 1.2. Let G be a locally compact Abelian or compact
group. Let L be a large nonopen subgroup of G and let C = CG.
Then C c L and C is not open.

Proof. By the results in [7], or by 24.24 of [3] (whichever is
appropriate) C is contained in a divisible subgroup H of G. Let
n — [G: L]; then x%ι e L for all x e G, and thus Ccz Ha L. Since L
has void interior, C is not open.

COROLLARY 1.3. Let G be a group as in 1.2. If G has only
finitely many open subgroups, every large subgroup of G is open.

Proof. C is open in this case.

[Note: (1.10.3), below, shows that 1.3 need not be true if G is
not Hausdorff.]

THEOREM 1.4. Every large subgroup of a compact monothetic
group is open.

Proof. Let L be a large subgroup of G, letn = [G:L],letJ —
G{n), and let if be a dense cyclic subgroup of G. We have J c L ,
and J is compact and therefore closed. Now HJ/J is a dense sub-
group of G/J, but HJ/J is cyclic and each of its elements has order
<; n; thus | HJ/J \ <; n. Since G/J is a Hausdorff space with a finite
dense subset, it is finite. Thus J is open and since J c L , L is open
also.

COROLLARY 1.5. A character on a compact totally disconnected
monothetic group is continuous if and only if it is of finite order.

[Note: Such groups are characterized in [3], 10.1-10.6 and 25.16.]

Proof. The theorem implies that every character of finite order is
continuous. The converse is contained in 24.26 of [3].

LEMMA 1.6. Let A and B be two sets, at least one of which is
infinite. Let j%f be a collection of finite subsets of A. Then:
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(1) I
(2) I

Proof. A simple exercise.

THEOREM 1.7. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group, D the set
of discontinuous torsion characters on G, and S*? the family of large non-
open subgroups of G. Then, if either D or Sf is infinite,

Proof. Let Γ denote the group of characters on G, and K (respec-
tively, Kc) denote the group of (continuous) torsion characters on G.
We may consider Γ to be the dual group of Gd, and K its torsion
subgroup. Similarly, Kc is the torsion subgroup of the dual group
of G.

We may assume that S^ Φ 0 Φ D. Let φ be any member of K,
and let S(φ) denote the set of all members of K which have the same
kernel as φ. Clearly, if φ e D, then S(φ) c D. Also, ψ(G) = Φ(G) for all
ψeS(φ), since both groups are finite subgroups of T and have the
same order. For each ψeS(φ), there is an automorphism 7 of φ(G)
such that ψ = To φ, namely y(t) = ψ(Φ~\t)) (teφ(G)). But φ(G) has
only finitely many automorphisms; thus S(φ) is finite. Let Sf —
{S(φ):φeD}. Then \JS? = D and \S^\^\Sf\. By 1.6, if either
Ji? or D is infinite, \D\ S \^?\, and we may assume henceforth that
Sf is infinite. Since D = K Π {Kc)

f Φ 0 , D contains a coset of Kc;
thus I Kc I ̂  I D I ̂  I £^ \. If | ^f \ g | Kc \, we are through. Suppose
contrariwise that \KC\ < \£f\. For any large subgroup H, let A(H) =
{ψ eΓ: ψ{H) = 1}; clearly A(H) is a finite subgroup of K, and
A(H)dKc if and only if H is open. Further, H—>A(H) is a one-to-
one correspondence, since H — {xeG: ψ{x) — 1 for all ψ e A(H).} (See
(24.10) of [3].) Let

j ^ - {KCΠ A(H):HeJ^} ,

a collection of finite subgroups of ifc with \s/\ ^\Sf\. If S>f is
finite, I j y I < I βSf I (trivially). If j ^ is infinite, then Ke is infinite
and thus \sf\ <^ \Ke\ < \J*f\. In either case, there exists a sub-
collection ^ T of j ^ 7 such that \^f\= \^f\ and iΓc Π A(ίίL) =
Kc n A(i?2) for all Hί9 H2 e ^t. But if H, Φ H2, A{Hλ) Φ A(H2), and
therefore D Π (AiH,)) φDf] (A{H2)) (since D = Kf] (Ke)

f). Consequent-
ly, & = {D Γ) A(H): He ^/f} has the same cardinality as ^/f', but
then 1^1 = 1^1 = 1^1, thus

THEOREM 1.8. Let G be a compact Abelian group, and ^/ the
family of open subgroups of G. If D φ 0 , then \D\ ^ | ^ |. Thus
G has either infinitely many large nonopen subgroups, or none.
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Proof. Suppose Dφ 0 , so that £f Φ 0 and (by 1.3) <%f is
infinite. Now (as in the proof of 1.7) | D | ^ | Kc | and the mapping
H-+A(H) is one-to-one from ^f onto the collection of all finite sub-
groups of Kΰ; thus I <%r I ̂  | Kc | ^ | D | and (by 1.7) \D\ = \^\.

LEMMA 1.9. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group with a
large nonopen subgroup. Then every open subgroup of G has a large
nonopen subgroup. If G is compact and totally disconnected, every
neighborhood of the identity contains a large nonopen subgroup of G.

Proof. Let Ue ^ and L e &>. Then [U: UΠ L] = \ {uL: ueU}\^
[G: L]. U Π L is not open since L has void interior. If G is compact
and totally disconnected, every neighborhood of e contains a (large)
open subgroup of G. If U is one such subgroup, [G: U Π L] = [G: U]
[U: UPi L] ^ [G: U] [G: L]. Thus UΠ L is a large nonopen sub-
group of G.

THEOREM 1.10. Let G be an infinite compact Abelian torsion
group.
Then

(1) G has 2|GΊ discontinuous torsion characters (and, therefore,
2lG] large nonopen subgroups);

(2) Every neighborhood of the identity contains a large nonopen
subgroup of G.

(3) Every proper dense subgroup of G is contained in a large
proper subgroup of G.

Proof. (1) By 25.9 of [3], G(n) = {e} for some integer n, so every
character on G is of finite order. Now the characters on G form a
compact group (namely, the dual group of Gd) whose weight is | G |
and whose cardinality is therefore 2 | f l f |. (See 24.15 and 24.47 of [3].)
But IJBΓJ = w(G), where | G | = 2W{G) > W(G); thus G has 2 |ί?1 discon-
tinuous characters. (The rest of the statement follows from 1.7.)

(2) By 24.21 of [3], G is totally disconnected, so Lemma 1.9
applies.

(3) If H is a proper dense subgroup of G, there is a character
ψ on G such that ψ(H) — 1 and ψ(G) Φ 1. The kernel of f is a
large proper subgroup containing H.

Note: Statement (3) is a generalization of an example, communi-
cated by K. A. Ross, in which G = {0,1}Λ. (Ross' proof is as follows:
Choose xeG f) H' and let ψ be the homomorphism of H@ [x] into T
such that ψ(H) — 1 and ψ{x) = — 1. Extend ψ to a character of
order 2 on G.)
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COROLLARY 1.11. Let G be a locally compact Abelian group of
bounded order. Then statements (1) and (3) of 1.10 are true.

Proof. As before (in 1.10.1), G has 2lG{ characters, all of finite
order. Since G is totally disconnected, it has a compact open sub-
group. (See 24.21 and 7.7 of [3].) This subgroup has a discontinuous
character which may be extended to a character on G. Thus G has
2lGl discontinuous characters. (Using the terminology of 1.7, we have
DΦ0. Thus I JO ϊ > \KC\, andsince \DUKC\ = 21G1, \D\ = 2|flf|.) The
proof of statement (3) can be applied just as in 1.10.

Note: For an example of a locally compact group which has
exactly the same number of open and nonopen large subgroups, let
G — H x Hd where H is a compact Abelian torsion group. Here, G
and Gd have the same number of continuous characters, namely 2lGl

of each.

2* Large nonopen subgroups of compact groups•

Discussion 2.1. Let {Va:aeA} be an infinite collection of open
subgroups of a locally compact group G. Let ̂ ~ be a free ultrafilter
on A. We write

L(JT, Va) = U Π Va
Fe jr aeF

In this section, we describe sufficient conditions under which
L{^, Va) is a large nonopen subgroup of G.

The reader may recall that a free ultrafilter is a maximal filter
with no fixed point (see [2], 2.2-2.6 and 12.2). Thus if ^ is a free
ultrafilter on A, and {Fl9 •• ,FfL} is a finite partition of A, exactly
one of the cells Fά is in ^ . Also, no finite subset of A is a member
of

LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a compact group, <& and 5̂ * infinite
collections of open subgroups of G, with %SciT* and Π ^ = Π ^ ~
Then \<%r\ = \T\.

Proof. We may assume that US is closed under finite intersec-
tions. It follows that each member of 3^ is the union of (finitely
many) cosets of a member of <%s.

LEMMA 2.3. Suppose H is large open subgroup of a locally
compact group G, J is normal subgroup of H, and L/J is a large
nonopen subgroup of H/J (where JaLaH). Then L is a large
nonopen subgroup of G.
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Proof. We have

[G: L] = [G: H] [H: L] = [G: H] [H/J: H/L];

i.e., L is large in G. If L is open, L is locally compact. But then
L/J is locally compact, which is impossible since L/J is not closed in
H/J. ([3], 5.22 and 5.11).

THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a compact group. Suppose there is an
infinite collection ^ of open normal subgroups of G and a fixed
integer n such that \GIU\ ^ n for all JJe^f. Then G has 22r large
nonopen subgroups, where r — \*%S \.

Proof. Case (1). Suppose G = SA where S is a finite group and
A is an infinite set. For aeA, define Va = {x e G: xa = e). (Here,
<%/ = {Va: ae A}, n = \S|, and r = \A\.) Let ̂  be any free ultra-
filter on A, and L = L(^9 Va). One sees that L is a dense normal
subgroup of G, via a minor generalization of the familiar proposition
that

{x e G: xa = e for all but finitely many a}

is a dense normal subgroup. Now, given any xeG, there exists ex-
actly one element s(x) of S such that {aeA: xa = s(x)} is a member
of j ^ \ Thus [G:L] = \S\; in fact, (G/L)d^S. This proves that L
is a large, but proper, subgroup of G, and since L is dense it is not
open. Now suppose _^7 and ^l are distinct ultrafilters on A. We
will show that L(^Γ, Vα) ̂  L ( ^ , Fα). For there is a subset X of
A such that l e ^ T and i ί l Γ e ^ let e Φ s e S, and define

e,aeX,

s,aeAf)X' .

Then (xa:aeA) is in L(^7, Fα) but not L(^l9 Va). According to
[2], (9F), A has 22r ultrafilters, of which only r are not free. Thus
G has 22r large nonopen subgroups.

Case (2). Suppose all the quotient groups G/U are simple and
isomorphic to each other and Π ^ — e We can then choose a sub-
family {Ua: a e A} of %r such that

G^ Π G/Ua
aeA

via the mapping g—>(gUa: aeA) (as in Varopoulos [8], §4, Theorem
2). By 2.2 (above), \A\ = \<Zf\. Case (1) now applies. G has 22r

large nonopen subgroups of the form L(^~, Ua).
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Case (3). In general, we may choose a subfamily {Ua:aeAQ} of
^ , with I Ao I = I <%f I and Ua Φ Uβ for a Φ β, and such that all of
the quotient groups G/Ua are isomorphic; this is possible since there
are only finitely many groups (to within isomorphism) of order rg n.
Let

Ua = G~ c Gΐ~ι c c G°a = G

be a maximal subnormal series (modulo Ua), chosen so that m is the

same for each a, and so that

for all a, β e Ao and each j (1 <̂  i ^ m). Let fc be the smallest integer
with the property that there are r distinct subgroups Gk

a. Let Va = Gk

a

for each a e Ao. We now have an open subgroup H of G and a subset
Λ of Ao, such that | Ax | = r, £Γ = G*"1 for all α e Ax, and Va Φ Vβ for
aΦ β. Let / = Παe^Vα Recall that each Va is an open maximal
normal subgroup of H, and all of the groups H/Va are isomorphic.
Case (2) applies to the group H/J, which therefore has 22r large non-
open subgroups. Since H is open (and therefore large) in G, each of
these subgroups can be lifted to a large nonopen subgroup of G, as
in 2.3.

THEOREM 2.5. Let G be a compact totally disconnected non-

metrίzable group. Then:

(1) G has 2ιGl large nonopen subgroups.
(2) Every neighborhood of e contains a large nonopen subgroup

of G.
(3) If G is Abelian, G has 2|C?! discontinuous torsion characters.

Proof. Let & be any collection of open normal subgroups of G,
such that Π & — &- By 2.2, and the obvious generalization of
Theorem 1.2 of [6], | & \ = w(G). Since & is uncountable, there
must be some integer n and some subcollection ^ of & such that
| ^ / | = W(G) and \G/U\^n for all Ue^S. Theorem 2.4 therefore
applies, and, since 2W(G) = | G | (see [4]), statement (1) follows.

(2) follows from the proof of 1.9; (3) follows from 1.7.

COROLLARY 2.6. Let G be a locally compact group such that
G/CG is compact and nonmetrizable. Then G has at least 2C large
nonopen subgroups. If G is Abelian, it has at least 2C discontinuous
torsion characters.
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3* Examples and questions*

3.1. Let G = Π5Γ=i Z(2*)9 where Z(m) denotes the additive group
of integers modulo m Let

Jx = {0}, . . . , Jn = {0, 2, , 2" - 2} e Z(2% , and J = II Λ

Then G/J = {0, l}ω, so G has 2C large nonopen subgroups, by 2.3 and
Case (1) of 2.4. (Alternately, G has 2C discontinuous characters of
order 2.)

Note: This G contains an infinite compact subgroup with no
large subgroups, for the monothetic group Δ2 of dyadic integers is
topologically isomorphic to the projective limit of the groups Z{2n).
(Let Λn = {x e Δ2: xk = 0, 0 <̂  k < n), as in 10.4 of [3]. According to
p. 25 of [91, Δz is an inverse limit of the quotient groups Δ2/Λn. It
is clear that ΔJΛn = Z(2n). See also 6.13-6.14 of [3] and the references
noted in 1.5, above.)

3.2. Let G = Π~=5 S%9 J = ΠΓ=5 An9 where Sn is the symmetric
group, and An is the alternating group, on n letters. As in the
previous example, G has 2C large nonopen subgroups. Its subgroup
J has no large nonopen subgroups, for if L is a subgroup of J with
J(fc) c L, we have (assuming k ̂ > 4)

L => {e}fc x ft A Λ ,

which is open in J.

3.3. Suppose G is an infinite, compact, metrizable, non-Abelian
torsion group. (By 4.5 of [5], G is totally disconnected.) Question:
Does G have any large nonopen subgroups?

3.4. Let G = Π"=i Gn9 where each Gn is a finite simple group
and lim,^ | Gn \ = <χ>. Question: Can G have a large nonopen sub-
group?

[The author conjectures that G'n
k) Φ {e} for n sufficiently larger

than k; this would imply that the answer to the question is in the
negative, as in 3.2. If the conjecture should prove to be false, we
would then have a special case of 3.3, wherein G would be semi-
simple and of bounded order.}

3.5. In order for the conclusion of 1.7 not to hold, G must be
noncompact, have infinitely many open subgroups, only finitely many
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large subgroups, and at least one large nonopen subgroup- The
groups we have seen in this paper either have no large nonopen
subgroups at all, or else 22r such subgroups, where r is the cardinal
number of some infinite collection of large open subgroups. Question:
Are there other possibilities?
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